
MOBILE 
MANTRA_ 

the new 

Setting mobile strategies based 

on insights, not intuition 



The New Mobile Mantra:  
“Acquire, Engage, Elevate” 

Over the last few years, mobile has become the hottest topic 

in the digital ecosystem. Beyond the buzz, it is now the fastest 

growing channel for reaching, acquiring, and engaging 

consumers. 

Not only do marketers need to crack the mobile code, but to 

be effective they also need to crack the complex dynamics 

within this channel, the most notable of which is the interplay 

between mobile apps and browsers.  

As with all consumer-driven strategies, the key to unraveling 

the complexity centers on understanding preferences around 

task, frequency, and convenience. 

In this study, Millward Brown Digital explores how brands can 

use mobile to acquire and engage consumers, and ultimately 

elevate their mobile experience to get mobile right.   
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Mobile moves too fast to spend time throwing your strategy against the wall. 



Content Outline 
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Conclusions and 

Takeaways 
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Mobile Behavior: 

App vs. Browser 

Usage 

02 
Shopping Journey: 

App vs. Browser 

Preferences 

Across Industries 

Industries Covered: 

• Travel - Hotel 

• Telecom - Wireless 

• Financial Services - Banking 

• Consumer Electronics  



Methodology 
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To understand the differences in mobile app vs. web usage, 

we integrated two key data sources:  

BEHAVIORAL 
CLICKSTREAM 

SURVEY 
• WHO: US mobile consumers who 

have opted in to our proprietary 

Compete mobile clickstream panel 

• HOW: The Compete mobile 

clickstream panel tracks every app 

and site our panelists visit. The panel 

is normalized to project the behavior 

of the mobile browsing population 

• WHEN: This study analyzed the 

behavioral data collected from 

January to June 2015  

• WHO: N=2,011, respondents over 18 

in the US who own a smartphone 

• HOW: A digital survey was conducted 

via mobile or desktop devices 

• WHEN: August 2015 



APPS VS. BROWSER 
OVERVIEW_ 



The app vs. browser debate 

6 The Compete Panel – Top 30 mobile domains by Unique Visitors 

60.3% 

59.2% BROWSER 

APP 

www 

App vs. Browser 
Visitation to Top 30 

Mobile Properties 
by Unique Visitors 

We often hear from marketers, “With limited resources, should my team focus on 

our app or mobile site experience?” Among the top mobile properties, browser and 

app visitation is nearly identical – showing us that there is no clear overall winner 

and both are critical to the consumer experience. 

Read as: 59.2% of total unique visitors to the top 30 

mobile brands visited via browser vs. 60.3% in app  



Consumers spend time in the 
browser every day 
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Compete Panel, Unique Visitors to a mobile browser, time 

spent on a mobile browser 

61% 
of smartphone users 

access their browsers 

at least once a day, 

spending an average 

of 31 minutes in total.  

www 



Don’t forget – App real estate is limited 
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Over half of smartphone users have 40-70 apps installed on their devices. But a 

consumer’s app repertoire is limited – many use only about 4-6 apps per day. 

Average 
Number of 
Apps Used 

per Day 

Compete Panel, Total apps downloaded on phone  

Question: Approximately how many apps do you use in an average day? 



The decision to slim down 
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The consumer’s app bandwidth isn’t the only thing that’s limited – a smartphone only has so 

much memory, resulting in the deletion of an app when it’s not frequently used. 

Questions: Which of the following reasons describe why you have deleted apps from your smartphone? 

On a scale of 1-5, how much do you agree or disagree with the statement “I have many apps on my phone I do not use”  

Top Reasons Consumers Delete Apps 41% of smartphone 

users say they have 

apps on their phones 

that are not used 

8% 

32% 

34% 

39% 

40% 

44% 

51% 

72% 

I was spending too much time using the app

The app wasn't easy to use

The app was sending me too many ads or alerts

The app had too many technical issues

I found better apps to replace them

I found the app was draining my phone battery

I needed to free up memory on my phone

I rarely used the app



The app or browser decision is based 
on task and frequency 

Our research found that for industries where consumers regularly engage with the 

brand, apps are dominant. For industries where heavy research and brand comparisons 

are needed to make or inform a purchase, browsers are more likely to be used. 
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Question: When using your smartphone to [conduct various activities per category], do you mostly engage in the 

following activities on your mobile app or mobile browser? 

Consumers who 
use app or browser 
for industry-related 

activity 

40% 39% 

27% 

73% 

64% 
61% 60% 61% 

73% 

27% 

36% 
39% 

Consumer
Electronics

Hotel Auto Online Banking Retail Wireless

Mostly App Mostly Browser

Acquire Engage 



Convenience is a  top rationale behind 
app and browser shopping preferences 
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Question: For the industry activities selected, why do you mostly engage in these activities through a mobile 

browser than mobile app? For mobile app than mobile browser? 

34% 

37% 

Mobile browser is easier to
navigate

I can browse different sites
without downloading apps

Top Reasons for Preferring Browsers for 
Shopping Activities 

38% 

43% 

Mobile apps are easier to
navigate

My username is saved in
mobile apps which makes it

easy to login

Top Reasons for Preferring Apps for 
Shopping Activities 

“I'd rather not 

download an app for 

something I do 

occasionally” 

“The app doesn't 

allow me to do all the 

things I can do on the 

browser.” 

“I like apps that make 

my life simpler” 

“I can save all my 

login info in apps” 

“Apps have certain 

special functions that 

they don't have on a 

regular browser.” 



Regularity of engagement applies to publishers 
too 
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When it comes to consuming media, smartphone users largely don’t have a strong 

preference between apps and browsers, except key categories like Sports and 

Business (likely driven by high visitation to category apps like ESPN and WSJ). 

Question: When accessing news on your smartphone, do you mostly access the following types of news 

on your mobile app or mobile browser? 

Consumers who use 
app or browser for 

media consumption 

Mostly through 

mobile app 

Both mobile app 

and browser equally 

Mostly through 

mobile browser 

Sports News 

Business News 

Current Events 

Science/Technology News 

Entertainment News 

Human Interest 

Political News 35% 

36% 

36% 

38% 

39% 

40% 

42% 

26% 

26% 

27% 

25% 

24% 

28% 

25% 

38% 

38% 

37% 

38% 

36% 

32% 

32% 



Rationale behind app and browser 
media preferences 
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Question: Why are you more likely to access these types of news through a mobile browser than mobile app? 

Through a mobile app than mobile browser? 

36% 

39% 

48% 

I get better search results when I type
in a search for news on a browser
than when I search within an app

There isn a specific news source that I
visit regularly enough to download the

app

I can browse news on different mobile
websites without having to download

an app for each

Top Reasons for Preferring Browsers for 
Media Consumption 

35% 

44% 

50% 

I can customize the functionality of
apps to my personal preferences

Mobile apps send me notifications of
real-time or breaking news

Mobile news apps are easier to
navigate

Top Reasons for Preferring Apps for 
Media Consumption 

 “The app logs 

me in 

automatically” 

“I like the 

convenience, 

they’re easy 

to access” 

“I only want a couple 

of news apps, I get 

the rest through the 

browser.” 

“The browser has 

better layout for 

comments and 

interactive features 

for political news.” 



SHOPPING JOURNEY APP/ 
BROWSER PREFERENCES_ 



The influence of apps and browsers on the 
consumer journey 
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To best understand the consumer journey, it’s important to break out shopping activities 

by their stage – research, purchase, and servicing. Our research indicates that 

consumers approach each task differently. 

Research and purchase activities are guided 

by brand commitment – when heavy 

research with many brand comparisons are 

needed, consumers will often use the browser 

(such as hotels or consumer electronics). 

When they frequent few brands or retailers, 

they often begin with the app. 

For many servicing activities 

(such as banking or wireless 

account management), the 

consumer is already locked 

into a specific brand and 

often uses the app for 

brand engagement. 

Research Purchase Servicing 



The Hotel Shopping Journey 
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When comparison shopping across hotels, most consumers prefer to research and book through their 

browser. Once consumers become frequent customers of one brand, apps are more likely to be used 

for servicing activities (such as logging into a loyalty program), although many consumers still prefer 

the browser for such activities. 

“The information specific to 

me is saved in one central 

location. I can see hotel 

reservations, tickets purchased, 

etc. in one location!” 

Mostly through mobile app            Both mobile app and browser equally            Mostly through mobile browser 

Question: When using your smartphone to [conduct activity], do you mostly engage in your mobile app or browser? 

22% 

51% 

27% 

Compared prices across hotels 

29% 

43% 

28% 

Booked hotel 

42% 

41% 

17% 

Logged into loyalty program 

Research Purchase Servicing 



The Consumer Electronics 
Shopping Journey 
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When shopping for consumer electronics, consumers slightly prefer to use the browser 

for research and purchase. This is likely due to a split between consumers who are loyal 

to a retailer vs. those who need to do more in-depth research in the browser first.  

Question: When using your smartphone to [conduct activity], do you mostly engage in your mobile app or browser? 

“In the browser you can type 

in what you need and get lots 

of choices to compare 

products and prices.” 

Mostly through mobile app            Both mobile app and browser equally            Mostly through mobile browser 

28% 

36% 

36% 

Researched product information or 
prices on a retailer site or app 

20% 

44% 

36% 

Purchased consumer 
electronics 

Research Purchase 



The Wireless Shopping Journey 
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When shopping for wireless plans, consumers overwhelmingly prefer to research in their 

browser, and then switch to apps for activities such as checking their data usage and 

paying their bills once they become a customer.  

Question: When using your smartphone to [conduct activity], do you mostly engage in your mobile app or browser? 

“I don't want to 

download a specific 

app unless I switch to 

that company.” 

Mostly through mobile app            Both mobile app and browser equally            Mostly through mobile browser 

22% 

66% 

12% 

Visited different wireless provider sites 
to check out new wireless plans 

67% 

19% 

13% 

Check your account balance or 
usage 

Research Servicing 



The Banking Shopping Journey 
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For online banking, consumers overwhelmingly prefer to manage accounts in their 

banking apps, but many would rather research in their browsers.  

Question: When using your smartphone to [conduct activity], do you mostly engage in your mobile app or browser? 

“Apps are specifically 

designed to help you 

navigate your banking info 

without all the other 

unnecessary information that 

a website/mobile site gives 

you.” 

Mostly through mobile app            Both mobile app and browser equally            Mostly through mobile browser 

26% 

60% 

14% 

Search for information about different 
online banks 

70% 

17% 

13% 

Check your account balances or 
recent transactions 

Research Servicing 



CONCLUSIONS/TAKEAWAYS_ 



Applications to Mobile Strategy 
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Consumers approach each task differently. Think about how consumers will approach 

these tasks when engaging with your brand, does that task fit best into the app or browser 

bucket?  Looking at these high-level use cases is a great place to start.  

APP 
Used when consumers 

frequently engage  with a 

brand, retailer, or publisher, or 

crave the convenience of an 

app for an activity they do 

regularly. 

• Greater convenience 

through easier access 

• Content is specialized for 

the task at hand 

• User information is saved 

BROWSER 
Used when consumers are 

researching many brands 

and don’t want to download 

an app for each, or prefer to 

replicate the experience of 

their desktop. 

• Ability to switch between 

brands to conduct 

comparison research 

• Avoids having too many 

apps downloaded 

• Replicates browsing 

experience on desktop 



Acquire, Engage, Elevate 
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The first step to any marketing strategy is to learn everything you can about your 

consumers. How do they engage with your brand on mobile? What are they trying to 

accomplish? Then use these learnings to: 

ACQUIRE 
• Learn how consumers research and purchase in your category and focus your digital properties and 

content on that task. Are your customers singularly committed to your brand or do they compare 

brands within your category before making a purchase?  Understanding the nuances of the 

consumer funnel for your brand will help identify how to best use both apps and browser. 
 

ENGAGE 
• More and more, we’re seeing mobile as a channel to routinely engage with consumers, particularly 

in servicing tasks, including online banking, bill payment or other account management. 

• Use what you’ve learned about your consumers to inform your app and/or web strategy to create a 

seamless experience that engages, rather than annoys, your consumers so they keep coming back.  
 

ELEVATE 
• Don’t limit yourself to mimicking the mobile strategies that exist today – strive to elevate your mobile 

relationship with consumers. Apps in particular provide a platform to expand how the consumer 

interacts with your brand.  Whether your brand requires an experience that consumers reach for 10 

times per day or once a month, the opportunity exists to think differently, and use technology to 

redefine the mobile experience.   



THANK YOU_ 
 

For more information please visit www.millwardbrowndigital.com  

or contact us at digitalsolutions@millwardbrown.com  


